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Abstract
Working in the Virasoro picture, it is argued that the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p′) =
LM(p, p′; 1) can be extended to an infinite hierarchy of logarithmic conformal field theories LM(p, p′;n)
at higher fusion levels n ∈ N. From the lattice, these theories are constructed by fusing together n× n
elementary faces of the appropriate LM(p, p′) models. It is further argued that all of these logarithmic
theories are realized as diagonal cosets (A
(1)
1 )k ⊕ (A
(1)
1 )n/(A
(1)
1 )k+n where n is the integer fusion level
and k = npp′−p − 2 is a fractional level. These cosets mirror the cosets of the higher fusion level mini-
mal models of the form M(M,M ′;n), but are associated with certain reducible representations. We
present explicit branching rules for characters in the form of multiplication formulas arising in the log-
arithmic limit of the usual Goddard-Kent-Olive coset construction of the non-unitary minimal models
M(M,M ′;n). The limiting branching functions play the role of Kac characters for the LM(p, p′;n)
theories.
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1 Introduction
Logarithmic conformal field theories (CFTs) [1, 2] are relevant in describing a variety of physical sys-
tems with nonlocal degrees of freedom. Arguably, the simplest and most studied logarithmic CFTs
are logarithmic extensions [3–5] of the minimal models M(M,M ′) [6]. These logarithmic theories
came into sharper focus as a result of their realization as a family of exactly solvable lattice models
LM(p, p′) [7]. For the minimal models, M,M ′ must satisfy gcd(M,M ′) = 1 with 2 ≤M < M ′ whereas
these constraints are relaxed to gcd(p, p′) = 1 with 1 ≤ p < p′ for the logarithmic counterparts. The
first two members of the LM(p, p′) family are critical dense polymers LM(1, 2) and critical percolation
LM(2, 3). Many of the properties of the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p′) mirror the properties
of minimal models M(M,M ′).
It is well known that the rational minimal modelsM(M,M ′) =M(M,M ′; 1) admit a generaliza-
tion [8–10]M(M,M ′;n) to higher integer fusion levels n > 1 with gcd(M, M
′−M
n ) = 1 and 2 ≤M <M
′.
From within CFT, these theories are realized as su(2) cosets via the construction of Goddard-Kent-
Olive (GKO) [11,12]. From the lattice, the exactly solvable models associated with these rational CFTs
are constructed by fusing together n×n elementary faces of the RSOS models [13,14]. In this paper, we
introduce generalizations LM(p, p′;n) of the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p′) = LM(p, p′; 1) to
higher integer fusion levels n > 1 with gcd(p, p
′−p
n ) = 1 and 1 ≤ p < p
′. In analogy to the rational case,
these new exactly solvable models are constructed on the lattice by fusing together n × n elementary
faces of appropriate LM(p, p′) models. For n = 2, this yields the family of logarithmic superconformal
minimal models [15] LSM(p, p′) = LM(p, p′; 2) which includes superconformal polymers LSM(1, 3)
and superconformal percolation LSM(2, 4) as its first members. The general LM(p, p′;n) CFTs are
expected to be logarithmic in the sense that they admit indecomposable representations of rank greater
than 1. This is known for the case n = 1 and will be established for n = 2 in [15].
Perhaps more importantly, this paper initiates a study of the coset construction of the logarithmic
su(2) coset models LM(p, p′;n) in the Virasoro picture1. Coset constructions use knowledge of affine
current algebra building blocks to gain insight into large families of CFTs. Due to the broad applicabil-
ity of these constructions, they have been studied extensively [17–32] and used in various classification
schemes of rational CFTs [33–35] placing due emphasis on the Lie algebraic building blocks. In partic-
ular, while the Kac determinant [36,37] gives necessary conditions for a minimal model representation
to be unitary [38], the existence of these representations was provided by coset constructions [12].
A myriad of coset constructions exist, but here we only consider diagonal cosets of the form
COSET(k, n) :
(A
(1)
1 )k ⊕ (A
(1)
1 )n
(A
(1)
1 )k+n
, k =
pˆ
pˆ′
− 2, gcd(pˆ, pˆ′) = 1, n, pˆ, pˆ′ ∈ N (1.1)
where N denotes the set of positive integers and the subscripts on the affine su(2) current algebra A
(1)
1
denote the respective levels k, n and k+n. We assume that the fusion level n is a positive integer and
that k is a fractional level with k > −2. The level k is called admissible if pˆ ≥ 2, but in the logarithmic
setting we move beyond admissible levels and allow pˆ = 1. An integral part of the coset construction
(1.1) is the set of branching rules determining the decompositions of products of affine characters back
into affine characters. The coefficients in these decompositions are called branching functions. They
are characters of the coset model. Although the branching functions are properly associated with CFT
and critical lattice models, it is of interest to observe that they also appear in the study of off-critical
lattice models (up to their leading powers of q) as the one-dimensional configurational sums in Baxter’s
1We use the term Virasoro picture to indicate that the conformal symmetry algebra is just the Virasoro algebra.
Similarly, we refer to the W-extended picture when the conformal symmetry algebra is enlarged to the Wp,p′ algebra
of [16].
2
corner transfer matrix method. This is true for both off-critical rational minimal models [9, 10] and
off-critical logarithmic models [39].
By considering admissible representations [40, 41] of the affine current algebras, the construction
(1.1) gives rise to the infinite family of minimal su(2) coset models [42,43]
M(M,M ′;n) ≃ COSET
( nM
M ′ −M
− 2, n
)
, gcd
(
M,
M ′ −M
n
)
= 1, 2 ≤M < M ′, n,M,M ′ ∈ N
(1.2)
The usual minimal models M(M,M ′) = M(M,M ′; 1) correspond to n = 1 while the superconformal
minimal models SM(M,M ′) =M(M,M ′; 2) are given by n = 2.
To obtain the logarithmic branching rules and branching functions of LM(p, p′;n), we apply a
logarithmic limit to the GKO coset (1.1) of the minimal su(2) coset models M(M,M ′;n). Formally,
this general procedure is described by
LM(p, p′;n) = lim
M,M′→∞
M/M′→p/p′
M(M,M ′;n), gcd(p, p′) = 1, 1 ≤ p < p′, p, p′ ∈ N (1.3)
where the limit is taken through a sequence of M,M ′ values satisfying
gcd
(
M,
M ′ −M
n
)
= 1, 2 ≤M < M ′, M,M ′ ∈ N (1.4)
This limiting procedure was developed [44, 45] as a means to describe and analyze non-rational log-
arithmic CFTs using knowledge of a suitable infinite series of rational CFTs. The logarithmic limit
has been successfully applied to gain insight into the LM(p, p′; 1) models at criticality [44, 45] and to
construct off-critical loagrithmic minimal models [39]. In particular, as recalled in Section 3.1, the
infinite family of Kac characters of LM(p, p′; 1) arise as limits of non-unitary minimal Virasoro char-
acters. The logarithmic limit has also been used to compute correlation functions and anomalies in
gravity duals to logarithmic CFTs [46,47]. There are some subtleties [44,45] regarding the emergence
of Jordan-block structures and indecomposability properties of the representations in the logarithimic
limit. Nevertheless, it appears that the logarithmic limit is robust and independent of the choice of the
sequence of M,M ′ values (1.4) when its application is restricted to the spectra of chiral theories as in
this paper. The logarithmic limit may require modification to apply to bulk theories on a torus.
In this paper, we focus on the branching rules and branching functions arising from the coset
construction (1.2) in the logarithmic limit (1.3). In a forthcoming paper [48], we adopt a constructive
approach by interpreting the logarithmic limit as a coset of the form (1.1) in its own right
LM(p, p′;n) ≃ COSET
( np
p′ − p
− 2, n
)
, gcd
(
p,
p′ − p
n
)
= 1, 1 ≤ p < p′, n, p, p′ ∈ N (1.5)
but based primarily on reducible representations of the affine current algebras. Specifically, we have
in mind the affine Kac characters (3.10). We refer to them as affine Kac characters since, for n = 1,
they are reminiscent of the Kac characters of the models LM(p, p′; 1). In the corresponding branching
rules, the Kac characters of the coset theory appear as branching functions.
Alternatively, in the W-extended picture, the LM(p, p′) models can be viewed [16] with an ex-
tendedWp,p′ chiral symmetry algebra instead of just the Virasoro algebra. From the lattice perspective,
the corresponding W-extended CFTs WLM(p, p′) are described [49–51] by the same LM(p, p′) lat-
tice models but with a special class of restricted boundary conditions which, in the continuum scaling
limit, respect the W-extended symmetry. Construction of other cosets of logarithmic CFTs with W-
symmetry first appeared in [52, 53], whereas the first hints of the existence of a W diagonal coset
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construction of theWLM(p, p′) models, of an analogous form to (1.1), appeared in [54]. Specifically, it
was found that the Grothendieck ring associated withW-projective representations leads to a Verlinde-
like formula involving coset graphs A
(2)
p ⊗A
(2)
p′ /Z2 based on twisted affine Dynkin diagrams, and that
modular invariants of the models are encoded by the same coset graphs. Concrete coset constructions
of the logarithmic minimal models, however, have remained elusive.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the rational GKO construction of
the minimal su(2) coset models M(M,M ′;n) using admissible representations and review the corre-
sponding branching rules and branching functions. In Section 3, we take the logarithmic limit of the
minimal branching rules. The ensuing logarithmic branching functions are identified as (Virasoro) Kac
characters of the logarithmic LM(p, p′;n) models. Section 4 contains some concluding remarks.
2 Coset construction
Let h denote an affine current subalgebra of the affine current algebra g, and let Lhn and L
g
n denote the
generators of the corresponding Segal-Sugawara constructions of central charge cg and ch, respectively.
In the seminal papers [11,12] by Goddard, Kent and Olive, it was found that
Lg/hn := L
g
n − L
h
n, n ∈ Z (2.1)
generate a Virasoro algebra of central charge
cg/h = cg − ch (2.2)
and that this GKO coset Virasoro algebra commutes with the Virasoro algebra generated by Lhn, that
is,
[Lg/hn , L
h
m] = 0, n,m ∈ Z (2.3)
More generally, one has
[Lg/hn , J
a
m] = 0, J
a
m ∈ h (2.4)
In a decomposition of a g-module Mgλ in terms of h-modules M
h
µ
Mgλ ≃
⊕
µ
Bµλ ⊗M
h
µ (2.5)
it is therefore natural to interpret Bµλ as a module over the coset Virasoro algebra generated by L
g/h
n .
At the level of characters, one thus has the branching rules
χ̂[Mgλ](q, z) =
∑
µ
χ[Bµλ ](q) χ̂[M
h
µ](q, z) (2.6)
where the branching functions χ[Bµλ ](q) are interpreted as Virasoro characters of the coset conformal
field theory described by g/h. Certain linear combinations of these branching functions may subse-
quently form extended characters, such as superconformal characters, in the coset model.
Here we are interested in the coset construction (1.1) where h = (A
(1)
1 )k+n is the diagonal subal-
gebra of g = (A
(1)
1 )k ⊕ (A
(1)
1 )n. The central charge of the coset Virasoro algebra is thus given by
c = ck + cn − ck+n =
3kn(k + n+ 4)
(k + 2)(n + 2)(k + n+ 2)
(2.7)
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where the central charge of the affine current algebra (A
(1)
1 )k is given by
ck =
3k
k + 2
(2.8)
A primary objective of this work is to examine the branching rules and branching functions based on
certain classes of (A
(1)
1 )k and (A
(1)
1 )n characters for n, pˆ, pˆ
′ ∈ N, where the fractional level is k = pˆpˆ′ − 2.
Hence, we are not concerned with so-called field identifications [55–58], for example, which are applied
when a branching function occurs in more than one branching rule in a given coset construction.
2.1 Admissible affine characters
The character of an (A
(1)
1 )k module L is defined by
χ̂[L](q, z) := TrL q
L0−
ck
24 zJ
3
0 (2.9)
where L0 and J
3
0 are zero modes of the affine current algebra (A
(1)
1 )k and the modular nome q satisfies
|q| < 1. To describe such characters, we introduce the standard Jacobi-Riemann theta functions
ϑn,m(q, z) :=
∑
ℓ∈Z+ n
2m
qmℓ
2
zmℓ, n ∈ Z, m ∈ N (2.10)
In this paper, we are interested in the affine current algebra (A
(1)
1 )k at fractional (or integer) level
and will focus on the cases for which the shifted level
t := k + 2 > 0 (2.11)
is positive. From (1.1), we thus have the parameterization
t =
pˆ
pˆ′
, gcd(pˆ, pˆ′) = 1, pˆ, pˆ′ ∈ N (2.12)
where the notation pˆ, pˆ′ is used to distinguish these parameters from the ones in LM(p, p′). Such a
level is said to be admissible if
pˆ ≥ 2 (2.13)
in which case the associated weights jr,s of the form
2jr,s + 1 = r − st, 1 ≤ r ≤ pˆ− 1, 0 ≤ s ≤ pˆ
′ − 1 (2.14)
are called admissible weights. In most applications, one works with the corresponding irreducible
highest-weight representations, also known as admissible representations [40, 41]. Their characters are
called admissible characters and are given by
ĉh
pˆ,pˆ′
r,s (q, z) =
ϑλ+r,s,pˆpˆ′(q, z
1
pˆ′ )− ϑλ−r,s,pˆpˆ′(q, z
1
pˆ′ )
η(q, z)
, λ±r,s = ±rpˆ
′ − pˆs
=
1
η(q, z)
∑
ℓ∈Z
q
pˆpˆ′(ℓ+
λ+r,s
2pˆpˆ′
)2
z
pˆ(ℓ+
λ+r,s
2pˆpˆ′
)(
1− q−r(2ℓpˆ
′−s) z−r
) (2.15)
where the ‘affine’ Dedekind eta function η(q, z) is defined by
η(q, z) := q
1
8 z
1
2
∞∏
n=1
(1− qnz)(1 − qn−1z−1)(1− qn) = ϑ1,2(q, z)− ϑ−1,2(q, z) (2.16)
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In the coset expression (1.1), one of the constituent current algebras has the integer level n, in
which case the admissible characters can be written as
ĉh
n+2,1
ρ,0 (q, z) =
1
η(q, z)
∑
ℓ∈Z
q
(n+2)(ℓ+ ρ
2(n+2)
)2
z(n+2)ℓ+
ρ
2
(
1− q−2ℓρz−ρ
)
, ρ = 1, 2, . . . , n + 1 (2.17)
For n = 1, in particular, there are two such characters, and they admit the simplifications
ĉh
3,1
ρ,0(q, z) =
ϑρ,3(q, z)− ϑ−ρ,3(q, z)
η(q, z)
=
ϑρ−1,1(q, z)
η(q)
=
1
η(q)
∑
ℓ∈Z+ ρ−1
2
qℓ
2
zℓ, ρ = 1, 2 (2.18)
where the usual Dedekind eta function η(q) is defined in terms of the Euler product (q)∞ by
η(q) := q
1
24 (q)∞, (q)∞ :=
∞∏
j=1
(1− qj) (2.19)
2.2 Rational branching rules for minimal su(2) coset models
Here we recall the coset construction of the minimal su(2) coset models (1.2) and the structure of the
corresponding rational branching rules and branching functions [42,43]. The cosets are of the form (1.1)
and based on admissible characters of the three affine current algebras (A
(1)
1 )k, (A
(1)
1 )n and (A
(1)
1 )k+n.
Recalling the parameterization k+2 = pˆpˆ′ , the minimal su(2) coset model (1.2) given by the coset
construction (1.1) is
M(M,M ′;n), M = pˆ, M ′ = pˆ+ npˆ′ (2.20)
Its central charge is given by
cM,M
′;n =
3n
n+ 2
(
1−
2(n + 2)(M −M ′)2
n2MM ′
)
(2.21)
Since the underlying affine characters are admissible, it follows that (2.20) implies the familiar con-
straints
gcd
(
M,
M ′ −M
n
)
= 1, 2 ≤M < M ′ (2.22)
The rational branching functions of the minimal su(2) coset models are expressible in terms of the
string functions [59–63] of Zn parafermions with central charge c =
2n−2
n+2 . For the fundamental domain
0 ≤ m ≤ ℓ ≤ n, ℓ−m ∈ 2Z, m, ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , n, n ∈ N (2.23)
these string functions are given by
cℓm(q) =
q
− 1
24
2n−2
n+2
+
ℓ(ℓ+2)
4(n+2)
−m
2
4n
(q)3∞
∞∑
i,j=0
(−1)i+jqij(n+1)+
1
2
i(i+1)+ 1
2
j(j+1)
×
[
q
i
2
(ℓ+m)+ j
2
(ℓ−m) − qn−ℓ+1+
i
2
(2n+2−ℓ−m)+ j
2
(2n+2−ℓ+m)
]
(2.24)
where the dependence on n has been suppressed. The notation for the string functions should not be
confused with the notation for the central charges. The fundamental domain (2.23) of definition of the
string functions is extended to the domain
ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , n, m ∈ Z, n ∈ N (2.25)
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by setting cℓm(q) = 0 for ℓ−m /∈ 2Z and using the symmetries
cℓm(q) = c
ℓ
−m(q) = c
n−ℓ
n−m(q) = c
ℓ
m+2n(q) (2.26)
so that cℓm(q) is even and periodic in m with period 2n.
In terms of string functions, the minimal branching functions are given by [42,43]
bM,M
′;n
r,s;ℓ (q) = q
∆M,M
′;n
r,s −
cM,M
′;n
24
+ n−1
12(n+2)
×
∑
0≤m≤n/2
m=ℓ/2 mod 1
cℓ2m(q)
[ ∑
j∈Z
mr−s(j)=±m mod n
q
j
n
(jMM ′+rM ′−sM) −
∑
j∈Z
mr+s(j)=±m mod n
q
1
n
(jM ′+s)(jM+r)
]
(2.27)
where
∆M,M
′;n
r,s =
(rM ′ − sM)2 − (M ′ −M)2
4nMM ′
, 1 ≤ r ≤M−1, 1 ≤ s ≤M ′−1 (2.28)
r, s and ℓ are bounded as in (2.28) and (2.25), respectively, and
ma(j) := a/2 + jM
′ (2.29)
The first sum in (2.27) runs over integersm if ℓ is even and half odd integersm if ℓ is odd. The restriction
in the sum over j indicates that the sum is only over those values of j for which ma(j) = ±m mod n.
The last term in the leading power of q in (2.27) is associated with the central charge of Zn parafermions.
The branching functions bM,M
′;n
r,s;ℓ (q) and their associated conformal weights ∆
M,M ′;n
r,s;ℓ are restricted
to the checkerboard
r + s = ℓ mod 2, ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , n (2.30)
We have not been able to find general expressions for the minimal coset conformal weights of these
branching functions in the literature. However, an analysis of (2.27) yields the explicit formula
∆M,M
′;n
r,s,ℓ = ∆
M,M ′;n
r,s +∆
ℓ;n
r−s +Max[
1
2 (ℓ+2−r−s), 0] +Max[
1
2
(
ℓ′+2−(M− r)−(M ′−s)
)
, 0] (2.31)
where, setting m′ = m mod 2n,
∆ℓ;nm = Max[∆(m
′, ℓ, n),∆(2n−m′, ℓ, n),∆(n−m′, n−ℓ, n)], ∆(m, ℓ, n) =
ℓ(ℓ+ 2)
4(n + 2)
−
m2
4n
(2.32)
is the conformal weight of the string function cℓm(q) folded into the fundamental domain (2.23) and
ℓ′ =
{
ℓ, M
′−M
n even
n− ℓ, M
′−M
n odd
(2.33)
The third term on the right side of (2.31) arises when there is cancellation in the leading power of q
between the two sums in square brackets in (2.27). This term only gives a nonzero contribution for
r + s ≤ ℓ ≤ n. The fourth term is the counterpart of the third term under the Kac table symmetry.
It only contributes for r + s ≥ M +M ′ − ℓ′ ≥ M +M ′ − n. The conformal weights (2.31) are thus
conveniently organized into n + 1 layered Kac tables each displaying the checkerboard pattern (2.30)
and satisfying the Kac table symmetry
∆M,M
′;n
r,s;ℓ = ∆
M,M ′;n
M−r,M ′−s;ℓ′ (2.34)
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For n = 1, the two checkerboards can be combined to form the usual single layer Kac table with the
usual Kac table symmetry. In this case, only the first of the four terms in (2.31) survives.
The branching functions (2.27) satisfy [42,43] the minimal branching rules
ĉh
pˆ,pˆ′
r,s (q, z) ĉh
n+2,1
ρ,0 (q, z) =
pˆ+npˆ′−1∑
σ = 1
σ = r+ℓ mod 2
b pˆ,pˆ+npˆ
′;n
r,σ;ℓ (q) ĉh
pˆ+npˆ′,pˆ′
σ,s (q, z) (2.35)
relating admissible characters of the affine current algebras (A
(1)
1 )k, (A
(1)
1 )n and (A
(1)
1 )k+n where
ℓ =
{
n+ 1− ρ, s odd
ρ− 1, s even
(2.36)
3 Logarithmic limit
Logarithmic limits of rational CFTs were developed in [44, 45] as a means to describe and analyze
logarithmic CFTs. In this way, the Kac characters of the logarithmic minimal models arise as limits of
minimal Virasoro characters. Here we apply the limiting procedure to the branching rules and branch-
ing functions of the GKO construction discussed in Section 2.2. Before discussing the logarithmic limit
of affine characters in Section 3.2, we recall in Section 3.1 how the Kac characters of the logarith-
mic minimal model LM(p, p′) are obtained by taking the appropriate logarithmic limit of irreducible
minimal Virasoro characters.
3.1 Kac characters
The irreducible characters associated with the rational Kac table of the minimal modelM(M,M ′) are
given by
chM,M
′
r,s (q) =
ϑΛ+r,s,MM ′(q)− ϑΛ−r,s,MM ′(q)
η(q)
, Λ±r,s = ±rM
′ −Ms
=
q−
cM,M
′;1
24
+∆M,M
′;1
r,s
(q)∞
∞∑
k=−∞
[
qk(kMM
′+rM ′−sM)−q(kM+r)(kM
′+s)
] (3.1)
where
1 ≤ r ≤M − 1, 1 ≤ s ≤M ′ − 1 (3.2)
and where the specialized Jacobi-Riemann theta functions are defined as
ϑn,m(q) := ϑn,m(q, 1) =
∑
ℓ∈Z+ n
2m
qmℓ
2
, n,m ∈ Z (3.3)
Using the fact that |q| < 1, it follows that
lim
M,M′→∞
M/M′→p/p′
chM,M
′
r,s (q) = χ
p,p′
r,s (q) (3.4)
where the limit is taken through a sequence as in (1.4) and where
χp,p
′
r,s (q) =
q∆
p,p′
r,s −
cp,p
′
24
(q)∞
(1− qrs)
cp,p
′
= 1−
6(p − p′)2
pp′
, ∆p,p
′
r,s =
(rp′ − ps)2 − (p′ − p)2
4pp′
, r, s ∈ N
(3.5)
8
These formulas for the logarithmic central charge and conformal weights are exactly as in the minimal
formulas (2.21) and (2.28), for n = 1, but with an extended range for r, s. The character χp,p
′
r,s (q) is
recognized as a Kac character [7] of the logarithmic minimal model LM(p, p′) and is the character of
a so-called Kac module [64,65]. These characters are associated with an infinitely extended Kac table
as the Kac labels r and s are unbounded from above.
3.2 Affine Kac characters
For constants x1 and x2, we note the simple limit formula
lim
n,m,n′→∞
ϑn,m(q, z
1
n′ ) = lim
n,m,n′→∞
∑
ℓ∈Z
qmℓ
2+nℓ+ n
2
4m z
mℓ
n′
+ n
2n′ = qx1zx2 (3.6)
where the limit is taken such that
lim
n,m→∞
n2
4m
= x1, lim
n,n′→∞
n
2n′
= x2 (3.7)
It follows that the logarithmic limit of the admissible characters (2.15) is given by
lim
ρˆ,ρˆ′→∞
ρˆ/ρˆ′→pˆ/pˆ′
ĉh
ρˆ,ρˆ′
r,s (q, z) = χ̂
pˆ,pˆ′
r,s (q, z) (3.8)
where the limit is subject to
gcd(pˆ, pˆ′) = 1, pˆ, pˆ′ ∈ N (3.9)
The resulting character
χ̂ pˆ,pˆ
′
r,s (q, z) =
qhr,s−
ck
24
+ 1
8 zjr,s+
1
2
η(q, z)
(
1− qrsz−r
)
, r, s ∈ N (3.10)
is expressed here in terms of the central charge (2.8) and weights jr,s and hr,s given by
2jr,s + 1 = r − st, hr,s =
(r − st)2 − 1
4t
, t = k + 2 =
pˆ
pˆ′
(3.11)
We shall refer to these characters as affine Kac characters, and it is stressed that the corresponding
affine Kac labels r and s are unbounded from above. This is in stark contrast to the situation for
the labels of admissible weights (2.14), but similar to the labelling of the Kac characters in (3.5). A
detailed discussion of these characters and the underlying affine Kac modules will appear in [48].
3.3 Logarithmic branching rules and branching functions
A key result of this work is the determination of the logarithmic branching functions arising in the
logarithmic limit of the minimal branching rules (2.35). The corresponding central charges are
cp,p
′;n =
3n
n+ 2
(
1−
2(n+ 2)(p′ − p)2
n2pp′
)
=
3n
n+ 2
−
6(p′ − p)2
npp′
, 1 ≤ p < p′ (3.12)
where the integers n, p, p′ parameterize the logarithmic coset construction as in (1.5). Curiously, we
observe that for each n there is exactly one logarithmic coset model with c = 0
LM(2, n + 2;n) : c2,n+2;n = 0, n ∈ N (3.13)
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The first two members of this infinite sequence are critical percolation LM(2, 3; 1) and superconformal
percolation LM(2, 4; 2) [15].
The logarithmic branching functions are obtained by taking the logarithmic limit of (2.27) directly,
subject to (1.4),
χ p,p
′;n
r,s;ℓ (q) = lim
M,M′→∞
M/M′→p/p′
bM,M
′;n
r,s;ℓ (q) = q
∆p,p
′;n
r,s −
cp,p
′;n
24
+ n−1
12(n+2)
[ ∑
0≤m≤n/2
m=ℓ/2 mod 1
m=±(r−s)/2 mod n
cℓ2m(q)−
∑
0≤m≤n/2
m=ℓ/2 mod 1
m=±(r+s)/2 mod n
q
rs
n cℓ2m(q)
]
(3.14)
= q
∆p,p
′;n
r,s −
cp,p
′;n
24
+ n−1
12(n+2)
[
cℓr−s(q)− q
rs
n cℓr+s(q)
]
, r + s = ℓ mod 2, r, s ∈ N, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n
By definition of the string functions, these branching functions vanish if r + s + ℓ is odd. Explicitly,
taking the logarithmic limit of (2.31), or by an analysis of (3.14), the logarithmic coset conformal
weights are given by
∆p,p
′;n
r,s;ℓ = ∆
p,p′;n
r,s +∆
ℓ;n
r−s +Max[
1
2 (ℓ+2−r−s), 0], r + s = ℓ mod 2, r, s = 1, 2, . . . (3.15)
The first term on the right side is given by (2.28) with the range of the replaced arguments p, p′
extended as in (1.5) while the Kac labels r, s ∈ N become unbounded. The second term is given by
(2.32). The third term only gives a nonzero contribution for r+s ≤ ℓ ≤ n. These conformal weights are
thus organized into n + 1 layered and infinitely extended Kac tables each displaying the checkerboard
pattern (2.30). In accord with the fact that these theories are non-unitary, the minimal conformal
weight is
∆p,p
′;n
min =
∆
p,p′;n
np,np′;0, p
′ − p even
∆p,p
′;n
np,np′;n, p
′ − p odd
= ∆p,p
′;n
np,np′ = −
(p′ − p)2
4npp′
< 0 (3.16)
It follows that the effective central charge is independent of p, p′ and given by the central charge of the
affine current algebra (A
(1)
1 )n
c p,p
′;n
eff = c
p,p′;n − 24∆p,p
′;n
min =
3n
n+ 2
= cn (3.17)
As discussed in [35], for example, for small n, the string functions appearing in the branching
functions can alternatively be written in terms of more familiar Virasoro minimal characters. For
n = 1, there is only one independent string function
c00(q) = c
1
1(q) =
1
(q)∞
(3.18)
It readily follows that the logarithmic branching functions (3.14) can be identified with the Kac char-
acters (3.5), that is,
χp,p
′;n=1
r,s;ℓ (q) = χ
p,p′
r,s (q), ℓ = r + s mod 2 (3.19)
since ℓ is uniquely determined. For n = 2, there are three independent string functions which are
related to the three irreducible Virasoro characters ch∆(q), ∆ ∈ {0,
1
16 ,
1
2}, of the rational Ising model
with central charge c = c3,4;1 = 12 by
c00(q) = c
2
2(q) =
ch0(q)
(q)∞
, c11(q) =
ch 1
16
(q)
(q)∞
, c20(q) =
ch 1
2
(q)
(q)∞
(3.20)
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The simplified expressions for the logarithmic branching functions that follow will be discussed in [15,
48]. For n = 3, the four independent string functions are related to irreducible Virasoro characters of
the rational 3-state Potts model with central charge c = c5,6;1 = 45 by
c00(q) =
ch0(q) + ch3(q)
(q)∞
, c11(q) =
ch 1
15
(q)
(q)∞
, c20(q) =
ch 2
5
(q) + ch 7
5
(q)
(q)∞
, c31(q) =
ch 2
3
(q)
(q)∞
(3.21)
Simplifications of the logarithmic branching functions for n = 3 likewise follow from these expressions.
Finally, the logarithmic limit of the minimal branching rules (2.35) follows from
lim
ρˆ,ρˆ′→∞
ρˆ/ρˆ′→pˆ/pˆ′
ĉh
ρˆ,ρˆ′
r,s (q, z) ĉh
n+2,1
ρ,0 (q, z) = lim
ρˆ,ρˆ′→∞
ρˆ/ρˆ′→pˆ/pˆ′
ρˆ+nρˆ′−1∑
σ = 1
σ = r+ℓ mod 2
b ρˆ,ρˆ+nρˆ
′;n
r,σ;ℓ (q) ĉh
ρˆ+nρˆ′,ρˆ′
σ,s (q, z) (3.22)
and yields the logarithmic branching rules
χ̂ pˆ,pˆ
′
r,s (q, z) ĉh
n+2,1
ρ,0 (q, z) =
∑
σ ∈ N
σ = r+ℓ mod 2
χ pˆ,pˆ+npˆ
′;n
r,σ;ℓ (q) χ̂
pˆ+npˆ′,pˆ′
σ,s (q, z) (3.23)
In [48], we present an independent algebraic analysis of the multiplication formula (3.23) from a con-
structive approach using representation theory.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have generalized the logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p′) = LM(p, p′; 1) [7] to
the higher fusion level logarithmic minimal models LM(p, p′;n) with n ∈ N. From the lattice [15],
these new models are constructed by fusing together n × n blocks of the elementary face weights of
appropriate LM(p, p′) models. The associated CFTs are expected to be logarithmic in the sense that
they admit indecomposable representations of rank greater than 1. We argue that the complete family
of associated logarithmic CFTs LM(p, p′;n) can be realized by a Virasoro coset construction (1.5) in
analogy to the fractional level su(2) coset construction [11,12,42] of the minimal modelsM(p, p′;n). By
applying a logarithmic limit [44,45] to the known minimal branching rules, we obtain explicit formulas
for the logarithmic branching rules (3.23) expressing the decomposition of the relevant affine characters.
The logarithmic branching functions χ p,p
′;n
r,s;ℓ (q), which appear as coefficients in these branching rules
and are given explicitly by (3.14), play the role of Kac characters [7, 64, 65] for the logarithmic su(2)
coset theories. Our results constitute the first logarithmic coset construction in the Virasoro picture,
without resource to a W-symmetry. Algebraic proofs of some of the ensuing character relations will be
presented in [48]. There we also discuss the structure of the affine Kac modules associated with the
affine Kac characters. A further analysis of the representation theory of the logarithmic coset models
will rely on the detailed representation theory of affine current algebras at fractional level including
the Jordan-block structures of higher-rank indecomposable representations [66–68], see also [69–71].
We stress that our logarithmic coset construction and logarithmic branching functions are com-
pletely general applying to the LM(p, p′;n) models for all integer fusion levels n ∈ N and all fractional
levels k = npp′−p − 2 with gcd(p,
p′−p
n ) = 1, 1 ≤ p < p
′ and p, p′ ∈ N. The su(2) coset realization of
these theories takes us some way towards fitting logarithmic theories [72] into the usual Lie algebraic
classification schemes that are applied to rational theories.
This paper opens several avenues for further research. Since they represent building blocks, it
would be of interest to systematically study the affine logarithmic models associated with (A
(1)
1 )k
11
directly from the lattice. Clearly, it is of interest to extend the coset construction of the logarithmic
su(2) models to the W-extended picture and to obtain in this way general expressions for the W
branching functions. Without employing coset constructions, extensions of fractional-level su(2) current
algebras to logarithmicW-algebra structures have recently been obtained in [73]. Since fractional levels
play a key role, a related question is to see if a logarithmic coset construction makes sense when both n
and k are fractional levels. Coset constructions of rational models with W-extended symmetries based
on higher-rank su(N) Lie algebras with N > 2 were studied in [33,74,75]. It would also be worthwhile
to see if similar coset constructions exist for logarithmic theories based [76] on higher-rank su(N) Lie
algebras.
While completing the writing up of the present work, the preprint [77] appeared in which a
different logarithmic coset construction is studied. It pertains to n = 1 and p = 1 and details of
the corresponding branching functions are provided for (p, p′) = (1, 2) and (1, 3) only, but unlike the
present work, it also considers certain W-extensions. It is not immediately clear if the construction
in [77] is related to ours.
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